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“INTER-COMMUNICATING”: PHENOMENOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVES ON EMBODIED COMMUNICATION AND
CONTEXTUALITY
Abstract: Based on phenomenological perspectives on embodied communication
and con-textuality, this paper contributes to a more integral understanding of the
constitutive role of communicating in organising and organisations. Relating to
the recent turn towards interpreting emergent communication as constitutive for
organisation, the paper shows the supplementing role of advanced
phenomenology of the body, embodiment and inter-corporeity as well as
creative expression for transcending the materialist-idealist dualism and
interpreting relational communication. After presenting a phenomenological
understanding of embodied communication the status of language as a living
process is discussed. Then communication is interpreted as embodied,
intentional and responsive practice and as such being part of a specific
contextuality in organizations. Finally the process of ―inter-communicating‖ and
further implications will be discussed.
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Organizational communication has become increasingly important in
today‘s complex, uncertain, and dynamic business environments. The
growing rate of competitive challenges imposed by the global economy,
the pace of technological changes in products, processes and
organizations, the often overwhelming abundance of information and
increasing pressures to develop more responsible business 1 are forcing
organizations and their members to appreciate the value of
communication. In this context, communication is seen as playing a
decisive role to increase knowledge sharing, improve satisfaction of
employees and customers as well sustainable business practice. As
organizational contexts are becoming increasingly fragmented, driven by
more refined technologies and in need of new forms of coordination,
communication is regarded as a medium for more efficient and flexible
acting as a business practice. Currently, different dimensions of
organizational communication and multiple perspectives of engaged
organizational communication are discussed 2 while the quest for a
common ground3 moves on.
However, often the paradoxes, ambivalences and complexities of
processes of communicating are ignored, oversimplified or
communication is touted as ―panaceas‖ for all kinds of problems. In many
functionalistic organization approaches communication is portrayed as a
passive ‗variable‘ to be manipulated, or only as an exchange of
information in and out of the organization. 4 Focusing often on
instrumental perspectives more comprehensive questions and problems of
ontology, epistemology and ethics with its far-reaching implications in
terms of theoretical and empirical work, are often not sufficiently
discussed.
A more comprehensive and integral understanding of communication
requires investigating it as a situated and active practice, comprising of
embodied, emotional, cognitive and social as well as structural and
functional elements. The interplay of all these interdependent dimensions
constitutes not communication, but by this also organizations or
(re)organizing.
For responding to the question on how organizational life is
accomplished communicatively, 5 the specifics of the communication
process and its constitutive and meditational role for the very being,
operation and development of organisations need to be further
investigated, with a post-dualistic and relational ontology.
With the turn towards a more process-oriented understanding in the
social sciences, the view of ―communication as constitutive‖ of
organisation6 has provided a new way of seeing and a new vocabulary for
understanding communicational events.7
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Importantly, this constitutive view enables the portrayal of the flowing
activity of communicating as not only an instrumental process of relaying
information, but as an essential modality for organizing.8 This is seen as a
creative and social process which includes its materializing, while
transcending the materialist–idealist dualism. 9 In turn such orientation
opens up the interpretation of organizations not only as reflected in
communication, but as emerging in and through communication.
According to this perspective, the structuring property and processuality
of language and communication is fundamental to how organizational
form and life is sustained over space and time 10 and how realities are
communicated into being by co-creations of meanings. Drawing from a
variety of meta-theoretical theories, and without essentialising nor
reducing organization to social interaction, language or discourse, as well
as not claiming that communication and organization are equivalent,
these perspectives address essential issues of the complexities between
communicational and organisational processes.11
Correspondingly, the constitutive orientation can be fruitfully
complemented by considering the phenomenological status of embodied
communication in a more integral way.
For ―communication as constitutive‖-oriented approaches, bodies
demonstrate the need for considering materiality of communication.
Especially the knowledge of the body‘s meaning is seen as being born of
interaction, which brings the material body to social life serving as a base
of communication. Accordingly, communication is interpreted as and
constrained by an embodied process, while bodies can be transformed as a
result of communication. Moreover, ―the body becomes a key site for the
interpenetration of material and ideational worlds, and communication is
how that happens.‖ 12 Accounting for the dynamic transformative
interweaving of material and ideational worlds communication is defined
―as the ongoing, situated, and embodied process whereby human and
non-human agencies interpenetrate ideation and materiality toward
meanings that are tangible and axial to organizational existence and
organizing phenomena. Put simply, communication means grappling
with the dual presence of material and symbolic elements.‖13
An advanced phenomenological approach critically 14 supports this
understanding by providing a further refined discernment of experiential
qualities of the body, and embodiment, with its co-constitutive and noncognitive dimensions, like emotional and aesthetic elements involved in
communicating.15
The following will argue that the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty16
opens up possibilities for a radicalized interpretation of embodiment as
essentially constitutive for the nexus of communicating and organising. If
communication exists in the borderland between a material embodied
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world and the subjective, socio-symbolic world of sense-making,17 in a coorientational way,18 then phenomenology provides a navigation tool for
moving into this communicative landscape.
For this, firstly basics of a phenomenological understanding of
embodied communication and the status of language as a living process
are outlined. Then communication is interpreted as embodied, intentional
and responsive practice and as being part of a specific contextuality in
organizations. Following a processual turn, finally the concepts of ―intercommunicating‖ and implications will be discussed.

A Phenomenology of Embodied Communication in Organisations
Phenomenologically, the main intention is to go back to constitutive
dimensions of communication as a living act of communicating as
embedded in its practice. To return to communicating and to its lifeworldly situatedness is to turn to that world that embodies the act of
communicating, of which it always speaks, and in relation to which every
scientific schematization is an abstract and derivative sign-language ―as is
geography in relation to the countryside in which we have learnt
beforehand what a forest, a prairie, or a river is.‖19 Returning to such lifeworldly understanding of organization20 and communicating is to relate
to a meaningful world, in which embodied communicators meet and cocreate their communication, and its various, often ambiguous meanings.
From a phenomenological perspective then, organizations are lifeworlds, in which the processes of organizing and communicating take
place through experiential, especially embodied and emotional
processes.21 Phenomenologically, all those involved in communication are
first and foremost embodied beings or agencies 22 or mediated by the
living process of situated embodiment, perception and expression. Thus
communication is rooted in and processed through the lived and
significational bodies interacting with their respective worlds.23 Building
on a structural linguist approach, Merleau-Ponty emphasises in his postrepresentational and post-structualistic philosophy the lived perceptual
and languaged relation to the other and the world,24 which is bound up in,
intertwined with, and never fully separable from what he later calls
chiasmatic ―flesh,‖ providing the base for reversibility of the speech and
what is signifies.25
For Merleau-Ponty (like matter and mind) perception and language
are seen as influencing, guiding and crossing into each other, thus are
intimately connected with one another. Linguistic meaning has its roots in
embodied, perceptual encounters with the world and its cultural context
of action. Specifically, speaking inherently presupposes certain embodied
and shared perceptual, as well as emotional and cognitive faculties,
interplaying with each other. For example communication and the
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achievement of mutual understanding depend upon the perceptualcorporeal practice of listening or visual perception, particularly in face-toface communication or in the context of different media technologies.26
Furthermore, with Merleau-Ponty we can understand that perception
is already inherently communicative; it is a specific form of expression
and communion. 27 To perceive is a pre-objective communion with the
world, which creates meaning and calls forth a response from the
perceiver and brings him or her into dialogue with the perceived figures.
Perceiving others is not only reflecting an ―object,‖ but rather triggers
being moved by the meanings of their perceived actions. Thus, perception,
inter-action and communication overlap and intertwine.28
Moreover, language is not only structured like perception, but speech is
a prolongation and refinement of perception that is, linguistic expressions are
taking up meanings that are already present in every day events and
processing them further by organizing and stylizing them in a unique
way. Language, then, is a sublation of the perceptual (while relating back
to it), for it takes it up from its contingent structures and open and
referential patterns of the perceived and expresses it at a higher level of
integration and new forms of present creation.
An extended interpretation of the integral post-dualistic chiasm
between embodiment and language, 29 of linguistic embodiment and of
embodied agents – who are at-grips with things 30 – can be used for a
deeper understanding of communicating. Particularly it can serve
capturing and disclosing a sense of phenomenological presence and
presentification31 of the interconnected communicative event of ―living-inthe-world.‖32
Following an advanced phenomenological understanding, embodied
communicating beings are both a part of the world and co-extensive with
it, constituting but also constituted. 33 This implies that communicating
humans find the life-world and their communication meaningful
primarily with respect to the ways in which they sense, feel and
particularly act bodily within it and in which it acts upon them. Through
their embodied, sensual and perceptual selves the communicating subjects
are situated in their environment of an organization in a visual, olfactory,
auditory and tactile way. Whatever they feel, think, know, do or
communicate, they are exposed to a synchronized field of interconnected
senses.34 Communication is a multisensory experience, including not only
the ears and eyes, but all sensory apparati, including embodied and
sensory markers of emotional state.35 Thus, it is through the living body
and situated embodiment, in the midst of a world of touch, sight, smell,
and sound of organisational life-worlds in which these senses not only
make sense, 36 but by which communication is being experienced and
realised.
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Through the sensing and sensed body the communicative members of
organisation are situated pre-reflectively and perceive, are orientated and
motivated, as well as know and interact communicatively. In a way, their
living bodies and embodiment in a social context are their situation; they
do their living. 37 The incarnate status of the vivid bodily subject and
collective embodiment opens the way to a comprehensive
phenomenological description and interpretation of the communicating
agents and communicative processes and their meaning in organizations.
Furthermore, Merleau-Ponty offers an inter-subjectivist account from
which an interconnection of communicative expression and empathic
engagement between self, other, and the world can be extrapolated. As an
embodied being the self is constituted in relation to the other within an
event of inter-subjectivity that is more than the co-presence of alter egos,
but part of the fabric of social becoming. 38 Being embedded in a
primordial intertwining chiasm of shared reversible ―flesh,‖ this
embodied intersubjectivity preserves asymmetry, heteronomy and alterity
of the other. It is language and communication, which serves as a social
medium that brings to expression the mute perception of the sensible.
Through this mediation, both are in a constant structuration, constant
reversibility and interchange within the human experience of the lived
world. The empathic and expressive power of corporeity is not only a
condition for social living bonds of communication – that is
communicating across the gestures of other bodies – but also provides a
medium of transformation from one expressive modality to another. This
transformation moves for example from direct vision, audible styles and
kinesthetic rhythms of experience to narrated stories or institutionalized
records of writing or performances39 or the other way round. In this way
the embodied empathy and expressivity are the condition and media for
incorporated
communication.
The
involvement
inherent
in
intersubjectivity and mediated communication underscores possibilities
for praxial and social transformation that is restructuring by and of the
communicative interactions 40 including (re-)configuring interwoven
realities by concrete agents toward various practical ends.41 To sum up,
from a phenomenological perspective, communication is seen as a
―function‖ and emergent process of a bodily subject and embodied intersubjective and corporeal processes, in which communicating selves and
agencies are always already situated as well as in which they take part
actively and transformationally in their contextuality.

“Con-+-Texts” and “Con-+-Textuality” of Embodied
Communication
On the base of the obtained understanding of communication the
following focuses on how communication is embedded and processed
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through specific context that gives structure and meaning to what and
how communication occurs. In an integral phenomenological and
hermeneutical interpretation, con-texts include and process through
embodied, emotional and socio-cultural and structural inter-relations in
all their multi-layered and joint (―con-textere‖ = joining together)
complexity and dynamics. Furthermore, con-textual communicating and
communication in con-texts are specific to time, place, sequence, positions
and relationships within personal interpersonal and structural
relationships. Importantly, the notion of ―Con-+-Textuality‖ emphasises
here that it is the relationship between an environing ―Con~― and
expressive ―Texts‖ in an extended sense. In other words ―con-+-texts‖
provide the ground, or medium within which communication occurs and
it is with and through ―con-+-textuality‖ that communicative agents are
able to occupy the position of agency. This implies any instance or practice
of embodied, affective or communicative acts, gestured, spoken, or
written. In this way con-+-Texts are creating communication between
individuals, objects and patterns of social relationships. Thus, con-+-Texts
of communication in organisations are an all pervading differential
network of ―texts‖ and con-versations 42 as well as ―textures.‖ As such
these are embodying emotions, norms and values according to specific
local ontologies, which constitute various options of meaning for
experiences and expressions. Thus, a con-+-textual understanding
includes both the explicit and the implicit communicating that is what is
said, manifest or symbolic and what is left unsaid or is ineffable; what is
re-presented and expressed and what is not-represent(able). Thus it
comprises also non-linguistic marks, perceived emotional and indirect or
non-discursive forms of meaningful expressions. Therefore a con-+-textual
approach suggests that communication and its meanings are partially prereflexively implicit.43 This kind of implicit meaning comes already before
conscious intentions and interpretations explicated positions of any
speaker, interpreter or actor, emerge and accompanies them continually.
Consequently, inter-relating to and inter-preting con-+-Texts is not only a
process, which merely deciphers textual signs or messages and processing
meaning consciously. Rather, the inter-pretative relationship is already
implicit in the con-+-Text itself, which is being spoken, written and read,
leaving traces, and influencing further communicative processes.
Basically, we can never accede to a lived organisational reality and its flow
of experiences without some connection to its con-+-Textuality.
Understood as a living and intermediating milieu in this con-+Texts there
is no clear-cut separation between material-phenomenal and ideationallinguistic spheres or somatic and semantic realms. Like language games,
con-+-Texts are part of an activity or a ―form of life‖44 that is actual shapes
of a distinctive manner and rhythm of living.45
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Like a ―textile‖ of traces, the threads of the con-+-Text are marked by a
constitutive difference, an ―ecart‖ that is an opening dehiscence, and refer
endlessly to something other than itself, to other differential traces. 46
Similar to the deconstructionist‘s much misunderstood assertion, one can
say: ―there is no-outside-con-+-Text.‖ However, this does not mean to fall
into an idealistic or semiotic pan-Textuality or linguistic idealism. Rather,
con-+-Texts always relate to sensual, embodied and emotional, thus
experiential and material conditions as part of mundane space and time.
Meaning in communication cannot be created or determined regardless of
the con-text, 47 i.e., of the ongoing interrelation of texts, con-texts and
incessant re-con-Textualisations48 also within organisation.

Communication as Embodied Intentional and Responsive Practice
in Organisations
As outlined above, the corporeally constituted status of communicating
subjects and corresponding intersubjective and corporeal processes with
their embodied pre-interpretation and situated embedment, provides the
ontological foundations of human communication and acting which in the
following will be applied to organizations. The body and embodiment
have been addressed only implicitly or marginalized as media in
organizational and management practice and theory 49 and also in
functionalistic and instrumental approaches of organisational
communication.
In view of the prevailing separation of body and consciousness 50 and
considering the absent presence of the body 51 in social, organizational,
management and communication research, there is a need for a remembering between body, embodiment and organizations. This rememberance allows re-integrating lived, embodied experiences and
processes of communicating
and helps understanding
the
multidimensional, interactive and dynamic interplay of materiality and
symbolism52 involved.
Following the ―embodied turn‖ in social and organizational science,
advanced phenomenology offers possibilities for developing such an
understanding of a (re-)embodied organization 53 and a corresponding
embodied practice of communication.
All organizing processes of communication involve encounters
between bodies that are oriented from or towards a specific point of
seeing feeling, hearing or touching and acting in the life-world of
organisations. With an intentional and responsive orientation of the bodily
organs and consciousness, the agent within the sphere of communication
not only feels ―I think,‖ but also ―I relate to‖ or ―I do.‖ 54 In other words,
the atmosphere in which communication is situated is not only what
members of organisations think about it, but primarily what they live
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through with their operative intentionality55 within a responsive order.56
This implies that the ―I can‖ (or ―cannot‖) precedes and conditions the
possibility of the ―I know,‖ 57 hence ―I‖ or ―we‖ communicate as a
performing action and passion.
As a living body, the intentional communicator or groups of
communicating agents in organisations not only intend, but also respond
to meaningful questions, problems or claims put to him, her or them
through situational contexts and embodied conditions in which she or
they takes part as embodied beings. 58 With this understanding of
embodied-based communicating there is a close link between what is
intended and what is actually given, between identity, intention, the
communication situation and corresponding responses in organisations.59
Furthermore, such a relationally intentional and actively responsive
communication in life-worldly organisation is a dialogical and dialectical
process, 60 encompassing the potential for a critical reflexivity. 61 Thus,
communication in organization is a form of identity-related, skilled bodily
and embodied practice and experience, all inextricably tied to one
another,62 for creating meaning through language. Specifically, embodied
communication takes place as a temporal and spatial ‗inter-val‘ of inbetween as well as involves a syn-chronisation of rhythms. 63 With this
interpretation investigating processes of communicating in organizations
requires capturing a sense of embodied inter-relational practices both as a
source, field or realization and outcome of processes of intercommunication.

Processual Turn towards “Inter-Communicating” in Organisations
A processual orientation of communicating radicalizes the relational
approach of advanced Merleau-Pontyian phenomenology and ontology.
Following a relational orientation it becomes possible to transcend both a
possessive individualism and an obsessive objectivism of communication.
Communicating is not seen reductively as an identifiable entity sui generis
based on individuality made objectively measurable, but as a dispersed
and inherently indeterminate process, which is continually reconfiguring
itself. With a relational intelligibility in place we can shift our attention
from what is contained within individuals, communities or organizations
to what transpires between people and their ―artefacts-in-use‖ as agencies.
With this kind of orientation, communicating becomes factually based on
embodied relational processes that are jointly or dialogically structured
activities.64 Processualy, communicating develops out of a complex set of
inter-actions or inter-relations between ―subjects‖ and ―objects,‖
experiences, others and things as an ongoing event. Out of these dynamic
intersections then feelings, cognitions and meanings, and communities, as
well as artifacts, structures and functions of communicating are
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continually created, re-created, questioned and re-negotiated in
organisations. All of these constituencies and components of
communicating are processed in and through organisations within a
relational, chiasmic and reversible inter-world.
It is the relational ―space between‖65 with its gaps and interstices66 and
therein unfolding in-tensions, 67 which is the birthplace not only of
individual and collective identities and social relationships, but also of
communication. Moreover, the embodied in-between of communicating is
the source for creativity, innovation and added value in organizations. As
an intermediating realm in this processual space all parties involved in the
communicating process meet in an on-going interwoven activity. Thus,
taking a relational perspective means enacting a constellation for
communication in which organizational phenomena and the researcher's
relationships with them are conceived of as interdependent and impacted.
By recognizing the primacy of relational processes, these become
media, in which communicating is continuously created and changed in
the course of being practised. Moreover, any communicating always
depends on a set of relationships to other communicating processes in
continuous, dynamic transformation.68
Understanding organizations and communicating phenomena as
dynamic constellations of relationships, allows seeing that communication
is not substantively fixed or a linear transmission, but rather a shifting
cluster of variable elements throughout a decentred, configured lattice.
Importantly, in this mesh of what can be called inter-communicating as
communicative practice is distributed and moves in dynamic sets of
relations within powerful historical, embodied and emotional, social and
structural dimensions. Thus in communicating, the embodied
communicators and their experiences, contents and con-+-Texts, including
the involved enabling and constraining structures and non-human
agencies, interrelate and co-create each other within an ―inter-world.‖ Such
processualy inter-relational interpretation of inter-communicating
provides renewed possibilities for developing richer, more textured,
understandings of how the co-constituencies of communication
in(ter)corporate each other.

Conclusion: Implications and Perspectives
This paper showed the significance of an advanced phenomenological
approach for understanding the inter-relational process of communicating
in organizations or through its very organising. Following a
phenomenological orientation, the constitutive roles of embodied con+=Textual dimensions of communicating and processes of intercommunicating were discussed. In describing some of the complexities of
a more experiential and inclusive comprehension of organizational
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communication, this paper tried not only to reconceive the experiential
base of communicating. Rather it also open up new ways of approaching
and understanding how communicating takes place and co-evolves as
part of interrelated and dynamic organisational practices.
In terms of methodology, advanced phenomenology provides avenues
for understanding the intricate and relational nature of the processes and
patterns of communicating in respectively as organizations. With its
qualitative methods, phenomenology can bring the researcher into closer
touch with the real world of inter-communicating processes, while
recognizing the heterogeneous dimensions involved. As a reminder of the
life-world‘s multifaceted wholeness an integrative phenomenology of
communicating serves as a helpful antidote to partial views and
reductionist methods. In addition to first-person perspectives, 69 and
embodied research practice, 70 it would be enriching to extend research
towards second- and third-persons (singular and plural forms) for
understanding various perspectives of communicating in and by
organizations. Depending on the strands in terms of focus of analyzing
communicating in relation to organisations, different methods may be
chosen and combined within the spectrum of relational research.71 With
regard to the need for a more meta-theoretical approach (Craig, 1999),
multi-theoretical integration (Littlejohn & Foss, 2008) and more integral
orientation (Leonard, 2004), a methodological diverse and rigorous, but
also integrated pluralism (Küpers & Edwards, 2008) allows exploring the
complex experiences, processes, and conditions of holonic (Edwards,
2005) communication as and in organisations. Such integrated
methodological pluralism can be not only a differentiated reminder of the
multifaceted dimensions and complexities, but also a helpful strategic
navigation tool for exploring the multilayered landscapes of
communicating.
As embodied communicating is intimately linked with implicit and
tacit knowing and inter-knowing 72 and processes of organisational
learning, respectively inter-learning,73 these provide further avenues for
exploratory and empirical research. Furthermore, bridges to the emergent
research on story-telling and narratives in organizations74 are worthwhile
crossing. Complementary, it would be instructive to pursue further
research on how feelings and emotional dimensions influence the way
that members of organizations perceive, interpret, resist and evaluate their
organizational actions, and hence shape their communicating and how
these processes are regulated, ordered and sustained.
Moreover, an integral phenomenological orientation could provide a
way of understanding not only with the complexities of communication,
but also the paradoxes and ambiguities involved. Based on MerleauPontyian intersubjectivist account of praxis, further research on mutual
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disagreement and divergence, as well as ethics of communicative
engagement between self, other, and world would be meaningful.75
By applying varied lenses and perspectives, researchers can examine
problems that come along with communicating as part of organisational
practices, e.g. by exposing conflicting demands as partially true or
complementary, and by demonstrating that apparently opposing
orientations or interests are actually interwoven in a comprehensive
process and within a continuum. This also implies the role of ―interleadership‖ 76 as one, which is exerting a positive and/or negative
influence on organizational communicating.
A specific phenomenological focus can be given to the role and impact
of new media technics, 77 and its embodied virtuality for inter-placed
communication and organisation respectively leadership can be
considered. Overall, it is hoped that the advanced phenomenological
interpretation of communication proposed here may provide possibilities
for re-assessing, re-thinking and further investigating the deeper
relevance of embodied processes of communicating. By taking the various
relational dimensions into account a more comprehensive and innovative
understanding of the constitution and development of communicating
practices can be attained. Overcoming reductionistic orientations and
developing a more multi-dimensional and inclusive research approach
towards the lived experience and processes of ―inter-communicating,‖
which incorporates being, knowing, and doing within a social and
systemic nexus is a challenging endeavor. Nevertheless, researching
further into these interwoven organisational realities are worthwhile
undertakings, as they contribute to more integral practices of
communicating in and by organizations.
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